
Merchant Onboarding:
Considerations & Best Practices in the 
Digital, Post-Pandemic Age



In the past decade, any business that relies on acquiring merchants has 

seen market incumbents disrupt and transform how businesses get access 

to payment processing services. Aggregators like Square, Stripe, and Paypal 

have coined a new speed standard for merchant onboarding, overhauling the 

traditional experience from weeks or days to mere minutes. Competing for a 

merchant account means acquirer or lending processes have to evolve to the 

point where they delight the customers and enable them to start taking credit 

card payments online or get a POS in their hands as quickly as possible. In 

return, once a merchant chooses an aggregator or a lending institution, there 

are very few reasons for them to change down the line.

Differentiate through merchant onboarding 
experience and improve your bottom line
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Having a plan for how to automate onboarding of merchants at scale is no 

longer optional. The high volume of small merchants is here, amplified by the 

global pandemic. These new businesses are a different breed: they tend to 

be digital-only, newly-incorporated, and conducting low-value transactions 

that reach between €800-4,000 in revenue per month. Everything about their 

footprint, makeup and sheer numbers challenge traditional processes and 

expected onboarding documentation.

• There are an estimated 55 million micro merchants and over 25 million 

small merchants in emerging markets1. Formal Small and Medium 

Enterprises (SMEs) contribute up to 40% of the national income (GDP) in 

emerging economies. These numbers grow significantly when informal 

SMEs are included in the totals.

When everyone is a merchant, scaling is not optional

• In U.S. and Canada, over 40 million Americans2 have become independent 

contractors since 2020, and SMEs created about 77% of the new jobs in 

Canada between 2002 and 2012. 

• In the European Union, there are 25 million SMEs1 and a growing number of 

33 million sole proprietors3. 

• According to the U.S. Census data4, COVID-19 initially led to a decline in 

new businesses in spring 2020, but by July, these applications began to 

show immense growth again. 2020 wrapped up with the highest volume of 

business applications on record of 24% from 2019.

“Treating all customers as potential criminals is no longer 
viable in the ultracompetitive digital marketplace.”

1 https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/smefinance 
2 https://http-download.intuit.com/http.intuit/CMO/intuit/futureofsmallbusiness/intuit_2020_report.pdf
3 https://www.statista.com/statistics/946989/self-employed-persons-in-eu/
4 https://www.census.gov/econ/bfs/pdf/bfs_current.pdf

https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/smefinance
https://http-download.intuit.com/http.intuit/CMO/intuit/futureofsmallbusiness/intuit_2020_report.pdf
https://www.statista.com/statistics/946989/self-employed-persons-in-eu/
https://www.census.gov/econ/bfs/pdf/bfs_current.pdf


On average, annual merchant attrition rates can exceed 20 percent, and it’s not 

uncommon to see merchant acquirers lose a double-digit percentage of their 

customers before they ever process the first transaction—only to lose an even 

higher percentage within the 6-12 months after going live. 

For high-growth areas in the merchant acquiring market, including 

e-commerce, mobile payments, and integrated software vendors, this 

picture can be even worse. Many traditional merchant acquirers have trouble 

attracting the customers in these segments in the first place because they 

haven’t designed their systems and processes to make it easy for them to join.

The high cost of slow merchant 
onboarding

On new merchant sign-ups in the EU, a leading 
global payments aggregator recently experienced 
22% fail passive KYC checks for name-to-address 
and are sent document requests. Of that 22% 
who receive a document request, only 20% 
will complete the document request and move 
forward in the onboarding process.



According to information from the Aite Group5, there’s a seven-step process to 

successfully onboard a merchant:

• Prescreening
• Identity verification/KYC
• Merchant history check
• Business and operational model analysis
• Web content analysis
• Information security compliance
• Credit risk underwriting
• Ongoing monitoring

Best practices & where to start

5 https://aitegroup.com/report/balancing-risk-and-return-best-practices-merchant-onboarding-and-monitoring
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In Visa’s best practices6, merchant online application process should be designed 
to incorporate the following: 

• Contain all the fields typically included in a paper application form. However the 

data collection should be designed to keep to the critical elements only, such as 

company name, registered business and/or tax identification number, registered 

business address, type of business, sales turnover and bank account details

• Capture contact information early in the process in the event of abandonment

• Be updated and communicated whenever significant changes to terms and 

policies are made

• Provide a click through “I Agree” button for the merchant to confirm after 

reading the agreement, and provide the acquirer with the authority to verify the 

information through background checks

• Deliver a clear and simple user experience with minimal documentation 

requirements 

• Allow the uploading of documentation online by accommodating a variety of file 

and image formats

• Communicate the acceptance of the submission and outline the status and 

timeline for response to the merchant on a timely basis

• Provide the prospective merchant an option to return or complete their application 

at a later date

• Enable eSignatures to complete the application and ensure it complies with the 

relevant local laws

Things to consider tracking as part of ongoing monitoring: 

• Spikes in activities

• Exceeding thresholds

• Out of area or unusual cross-border activities

• Changing website products or links

• Inclusion of people on sanction lists

• Adverse media mentions

6 https://aitegroup.com/report/balancing-risk-and-return-best-practices-merchant-onboarding-and-monitoring

https://aitegroup.com/report/balancing-risk-and-return-best-practices-merchant-onboarding-and-monito


Pymts.com explains, “Data sources exist today to allow (providers) to get 

a good enough sense of who they’re about to business with, and they can 

still follow their risk and underwriting rules. They can then collate that data 

and make a risk scoreboard to get a sense of who each merchant is, approve 

the merchants faster, and then focus on the few that are traditionally the 

outliers.”  By automating the application process, you can make risk decisions 

and meet the same high compliance standards much more quickly.

Ekata’s data is used in two key ways: 

• before the KYC/AML checks: our data helps pre-screen applications 

and immediately remove the fraudulent ones before investing 

time and effort in expensive & cumbersome KYC/AML processes for 

merchants that deemed risky.

• after KYC/AML checks: our data acts as supplemental information 

to drive a different flow of applicants through your onboarding 

processes and to streamline the manual review.

Our differentiators are focused on highlighting cross-links between the 

individual filling out the application with the business entity. We provide 

both authoritative and probabilistic data to help you make a confident 

and finer-grained risk decision. Our solutions are aimed at helping you 

quickly automate your processes via the Merchant Onboarding API and 

enabling your manual reviewers to be more efficient through our web 

app, Pro Insight Merchant Review.

How & where Ekata data helps

https://www.pymnts.com/news/acquiring/2014/talking-the-pain-out-of-merchant-onboarding/
https://ekata.com/products/merchant-onboarding-api/
https://ekata.com/products/merchant-review/


Our API received 5 key pieces of information from your systems:

• Business name

• Business address

• Individual name

• Individual phone 

• Individual email

And returns relevant metadata & linkages:

Ekata enables you to compete for merchant accounts in the marketplace by 

providing key decisioning data to speed up your existing merchant onboarding 

processes.

Learn more on Merchant Onboarding + Merchant 
Review web pages. Join an upcoming webinar.
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Competing with digital lenders and payments aggregators is tough for more established organisations, but not impossible. Inspiring 

change always starts with asking pointed questions and bringing an internal team onboard to prepare and lead in any modifications 

to the merchant onboarding experience. These steps are not always simple or linear, but we have seen many enterprise customers 

successfully approach this challenge through the following approach:

1.  Align with business priorities: How much pressure is your organisation under to grow revenue? How much do you hypothesize 

improving customer experience to help you achieve those goals? Could a superior customer experience help you win merchants 

against your competition? How many months of developer efforts will you secure and when will the onboarding improvements stop? 

2.  Assess your current state & processes: Start by evaluating the current customer experience for gaps - surveys, interviews and 

call center data can all help understand where you are in your processes today. In addition, look at metrics around abandonment 

rates, acceptance rates and interviews with merchants you approved but never set up an account. This may paint a fuller picture of 

where merchants (and potential lifetime revenue) fall through the cracks in silence. If you rely heavily on manual reviews, speak to 

investigators to understand their current challenges in the profile of businesses they review lately. 

3.  Create a cross-functional team to help prioritise & implement: Once you have gathered all the data, create your team of cross-

functional colleagues and involve them in coming up with ideas to rebuild your onboarding processes - from business owners to 

compliance, from application designers to business analysts, everyone has a part in demonstrating the value any changes have back 

to the business. 

4.  Pilot, show value, continue to win internal supporters: Start small and build your desired process in incremental ways, 

delivering key value and improvements at every step instead of scoping out a long and cumbersome project that will lock up 

resources across the company for a longer period. Where possible, use agile methodologies to help build a minimally-viable 

experience, iterate and reprioritise. Measure and celebrate success along the way to secure additional supporters for these efforts in 

your organisation. 

The journey of a thousand miles begins with a few easy steps



About Ekata

Ekata provides global identity verification solutions via enterprise-grade APIs for automated decisioning, and Pro Insight, a SaaS solution 

for manual review for cross-border businesses to grow revenue by maximizing their predictability of good transactions. Our product 

suite is powered by the Ekata Identity Engine (EIE), the first and only cross-border identity verification engine of its kind. It uses complex 

machine learning algorithms across the five core consumer attributes of email, phone, name (person or business), physical address, and 

IP, to derive unique data links and features from billions of real-time transactions within our proprietary network and the data we license 

from a broad spectrum of global providers. Businesses around the world including checkout.com, Microsoft, Klarna, and Airbnb leverage 

our product suite to increase approvals of more good transactions, reduce customer friction at account opening, and find fraud.

Contact us to learn more. https://ekata.com  | 1.888.308.2549

WHAT’S NEXT?

Making the Change

https://ekata.com/contact-us/
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